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ENDEAVOUR GROUP S&T

The next Endeavour Group meeting of SMSC will be
hosted virtually by ZOOM on

Sunday, 6th March 2022 at 6:30pm.

Members and visitors are welcome and encouraged to submit projects for discussion. Please submit your photos and
discussion text to Maurice York <maurice@yorkfamily.id.au>
The Endeavour Group meetings that are held in the informal
atmosphere of a member’s home will resume when it’s safe
to do so.

**************************************************

SMSC CLUB S&T MEETING
The next SMSC Club S&T meeting will be on

Sunday, 3 April 2022 at 6:30pm at Wests
Ashfield, 115 Liverpool Road, Ashfield unless

otherwise notified. All social distancing and other rules will
be observed.
Members and visitors are welcome and are encouraged to
bring projects for discussion.
We cater for all standards, the problems encountered by beginners in selecting suitable projects and completing them
(along with other problems and pitfalls) will be addressed

FORTHCOMING EXPO EVENTS IN 2022

(after the many disappointments of 2020/21, we look forward to these)

SMSC MODEL SHIP EXPO ‘22
A DATE TO BE ADVISED

This event is open to all members, visitors and other clubs to
exhibit maritime and related models.
Start preparing your models!

4 VILLAGES - SHIPBUILDERS HERITAGE
WALK

The walk following the route of the Shipbuilders Memorial Path in the
Brisbane Water Districts, will be held on Sunday, 1st May 2022.
SMSC will have a display stand along the path of the Walk.
For more details please contact Peter Rea <4hresearch@gmail.com>.

PORT MACQUARIE MODEL BOAT EXPO 2022

We believe that the Port Macquarie Model Boat Expo at Port Macquarie
Panthers Club, will take place on 9-10 July 2022. SMSC will likely have
exhibit tables at this Expo, so you now have time to prepare your models.
We will keep you updated with any more details of this event when known.

CANBERRA EXPO 2022

The Canberra Club has not yet informed us of the date of the 2022 Expo,
but we expect that it will be in mid to late September 2022. We will keep
you updated with details of this event when known.
For more information please contact: Peter Hateley 0401 670 829(m) or by
email to <hpeter@webone.com.au> or contact Bob Evans 6226 8957, or by email to
<rjeaevans@bigpond.com>.

CLARENDON CLASSIC MACHINERY, TRUCK & HOBBY
SHOW 2022

Expected to be held in September, if there is a conflict in dates with the Canberra Expo, this exhibition is a closer alternative to home at the Richmond Showground.

SYDNEY SCALE MODEL EXPO 2022

Scale Model Show is open to everyone and is to be held on a date
to be advised. For more information please contact:
www.sydneyscalemodelshow.net or
<sydneyscalemodelshow@gmail.com>

HUBERTUS MODEL BOAT SHOW 2022

Our friends at the Hubertus Model Boat Club have invited us to attend their events, we will keep you updated with details of the events
when known.
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SMSC S&T VIRTUAL MEETING
BY ZOOM, FEBRUARY 2022

Yet again, the pandemic wreaked havoc with our face-to-face meeting and this S&T
had to be by ZOOM, we thank Maurice York for hosting it. 13 members “joined in”
to participate in this successful meeting. With a surprisingly large number of presentations
First to present, Tom Wolf displayed his 1:100 model of
“Harvey” (aka “Sanity”), a model he flips to between projects or on vacation (it’s small enough to travel). Since the
Summer holidays in 2020 when the hull was mostly completed, Tom installed the shrouds using 2mm deadeyes.

The cheap internet kit was modified with Tom’s own barrels, guns, deadeyes and just about all fittings including anchors. Tom has fitted sails he had to cut from scratch
The degree of difficulty in the finished model arose from the
fact that there were no instructions that came with the kit, so his experience was used, but Tom
is very satisfied with the result
Ian Nolan presented a scratch built a model called “Sea
Rover” (or “The Tug”) based on the 1902 Steam Tug
“Waratah” built by his grandfather Alex in the 1930’s, Ian is
the proud custodian of this family heirloom. Alex migrated
to Australia from Scotland but ended up fighting at Gallipoli
and the Western Front before being one of the workers
who built the Sydney Harbour Bridge and then for the Port
Jackson Steamship Company as a joiner. The model was
built by Alex for his son, Hugh.
The model is in a cedar display case Interestingly, the case was from recovered timbers from
the site of the Dawes Point Gun
Battery demolished to make way
for the Bridge. For the construction of the model Alex used many
household products:

•
•
•
•

horseshoe nails were used to make the anchors
a cotton spool is used as a funnel
ladies’ earring clamps are used for the helm
plaster was used for the sea
cont. p. 4
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cont. from p. 3
Mike Barton presented the work on his 1:35
scale Modellers Central “Krait” since the last
time it was presented in November.
The rolled and extended curtains have been
fixed, and the hatch covers and wheelhouse installed.
The mast and boom with its support are installed
and shrouds, turnbuckles, anchors and aerial
wires have been completed, finishing the model.

A Special Issue of Chatterbox showing this model’s construction from laying down the keel to completion has been issued.
Mike told us that building
this plain and unadorned
model with its amazing
history gave him a lot of
satisfaction.

Dach Hall has completed his build of the Modeller’s Shipyard
“HM Cutter Mermaid”, model of the vessel in which Lt. Phillip
Parker King circumnavigated the Australian continent in 1820.
Following the various discussions on the subject in Chatterbox
over the past few issues, the model was modified by Dach
from the kit with:
•
a rounded transom;
•
the ship’s boat is located midship;
•
the cannons supplied were not installed;
•
the red ensign was thought appropriate
Set on a pedestal, this is the completed model.
David Lendrum is progressing with his
1:75 scale scratch build of HMS Bellona
from the book "The 74-gun ship Bellona"
by Brian Lavery, another excellent publication in the Anatomy of the Ship series.
David uses the book in both hard copy
and electronic PDF version which enables him to extract drawings for reproduction at 1:75 scale.

David also finds that the internet
generally is a valuable resource.
The hull of the model is largely
completed, with the skid beams
and side steps are done, as are
the gunports.
David is progressing with the
stern but the stern carvings are
lacking at this time. The spread
of windows and the open balustrade to the stern gallery proved to be a challenge that has been overcome. Next, David will turn
his attention to the bow and the figurehead.
cont. p. 5
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cont. from p. 4
Michael Butcher, a member of our Northern Chapter based on the
Central Coast, is building a Billing Boat’s model of Cutty Sark at 1:75
scale, but has remarked that it is not a model for a beginner!
Michael is an experienced builder, and this build is being recorded for a future Special Issue from
go-to-whoa. The hull is completed, now Michael is working on
the masts, spars and rigging.
The photos show the completed foredeck fittings, the lifeboats positioned
midship with the davits in
place, and the quarterdeck with the limited
space between the deckhouse and the outer
rails.
Michael has started on
the yards.
Michael Bennett is still progressing with his 1:600 scale model of HMS Sirius. In October
2021, he decided to strip the planking and recover the model (successfully).

The masts, shrouds and ratlines are finished, the model is again set in the water with 2 ship’s
boats alongside, and the yards are tapered and ready for spraying. Michael is particularly happy
with the crows’ feet.
Michael Bennett made a 2nd presentation of his 1:60
model of a Pirate Ship of the late 17th/ early 18th century.
As explained at previous meetings, this model was built by
Michael for his son’s wargaming, so many sacrifices to accuracy had to be made.
Only the standing rigging, that of shrouds and stays were
installed.
For this, including the ratlines,
Michael sought
the assistance of
Tom Wolf.
The
cannons,
gratings,
steps
and railings were 3D printed, the stern gallery is on a Perspex substrate.
The photo on the right shows the ship being boarded.
cont. p. 6
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cont. from p. 5

Tony Merriott has
previously presented
his 1:25 scale Artesania Latina HMS
Bounty Jolly Boat in
a part-built state.
He has now mostly finished the model (with
some inboard detail still to be completed) and
has set it in a Perspex case. It is intended to
decorate the display with some decoration and
this is presently incomplete.

Tony Merriott
made a 2nd
presentation,

He has started a fresh project, a
1:50 scale Artesania Latina model
of the mid-section of the ship San
Francisco.
The construction commenced in
mid-December 2021 and it will be seen that Tony’s build is well advanced … and a nice job too.
Evert van Oeveren
is progressing with
the build of his
Modellers Shipyard
Duyfken.
All the basic planking is now completed and the bow is
ready for the keel
and bow section to
be installed.

Based on the pictures from the instruction
book (left), Evert raised the question for
group discussion as to the painting of the
model.
Regrettably Evert’s Parkinson’s Disease not
only limits his modelmaking days, but also
makes painting the fine details for this model
very difficult. Evert was given advice as to the
paint colours and various ways to approach
the painting. Tom Wolf agreed, if all else fails,
to help Evert with the painting.
cont. p. 7
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cont. from p. 6
Stephen Smith presented 3 photos showing
his progress on his model of Titanic.

From his enthusiastic discussion of what he has
done bodes well for the way this model will look
on finish.
During the discussion about Mike Barton’s “Krait”, the reason and
method of storing Admiralty anchors to save space when not in use
was discussed.

Tony Merriott was able
to locate photos that are
self explanatory of the
procedure.
Finally, Peter Rea promoted a movie made
about shipbuilding in the Brisbane Water area
from the very early days of European settlement
shortly after the arrival of the First Fleet, to the
mid-20th century.
During that 125 years more than 500 ships were
built in the locality, but it is thought that another
300 or so were built but sailed out of Broken
Bay without Australian registration.
In the movie acknowledgment is made of the generous
donation of models by Ralph Hannaford that are used
throughout the movie. You can view the movie on
YouTube at https://youtu.be/TMZ47MrWUX8, it follows
along the path of the 4 Villages - Shipbuilders’ Heritage Walk that follows the route of the Shipbuilders Memorial Path in the Brisbane Water District. The Walk will
be held on Sunday, 1st May 2022.
SMSC will have a display stand along the path of the
Walk, so diarise the date and contact Mike Barton on
0439441542 or email <barton.55@hotmail.com>
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SMSC has, over the years, developed a relationship with other Clubs from all
over the world. In particular, we regularly receive newsletters from the Midwest
Model Shipwrights (USA) called the “Forecastle Report“ and by arrangement
and their kind permission acknowledging the source and the author, we publish
the following article showing the work of Toni Levine making cannons for her
model of “Swallow” from their January 2022 issue.

PARTS AND ASSEMBLY OF
A 6 POUNDER GUN CARRIAGE

Photos by Toni Levine.
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ANCHOR RELEASE MECHANISM

Report by Tom Wolf
In repairing/restoring a model of the Model Shipways “Flying Fish” (the 1957 solid hull
version - replaced by Model Shipways in 1979 with a built-up version), I came across
something I've never experienced.
The question raised relates to a short chain hanging down from the cathead, just behind the anchor. I had no idea what it is supposed to be, or what is its use.
So I raised this with our
friends at Midwest Model
Shipwrights at their February 2022 virtual meeting,
and I was overwhelmed by
the camaraderie and wealth
of knowledge.
Initially it was though that
due to its close proximity to
the cathead and anchor, it
was likely that the chain
was wrapped around the
shank of the anchor when
the anchor was stowed.
CLOSE, BUT NOT CLOSE ENOUGH!
Robert (Bob) Frystak identified the mysterious chain to be the anchor release mechanism
that holds the anchor loose and ready to drop
whist everything else that needs to be released
(or tied off) is released. Robert sent me a diagram (left) that speaks for itself.

Samuel (Sam) Parent (who helped me tremendously in an earlier project) also sent a detailed
drawing of what he thought the mystery chain is,
describing it to be part of the anchor release
mechanism that was part of the cathead. This
makes a lot of sense considering the position of
the chain.
Sam sent me a copy of the Ben Lankford plans
and notes for the Model Shipways model of the "Flying Fish" dated 1979, I have extracted what
is relevant for this subject in the sketch on the right

SUMMARY: It would appear that the head of the chain would be threaded through the shackle
at the head of the anchor and then it was secured into a release device awaiting the anchor being dropped. This could be easily done using blocks and tackles.
Once everything was secured, a pull on the rope to the release device would allow the anchor
to drop under its own weight.
- -

THE SINKING; THE RECOVERY;
AND THE LEGAL BATTLES OVER
THE “SHIP OF GOLD”
(The Story of “SS Central America”)

Report by Tom Wolf

SS Central America, known as the Ship of
Gold, was an 85m sidewheel steamer that operated between Central America and the eastern
coast of the United States during the 1850’s. The
ship sank in a hurricane in September 1857,
along with 425 of her 578 passengers and crew
and over 13 tons of gold, contributing to the loss
shook public confidence in the economy and the
Panic of 1857.
She left the Panamanian port of Colón with 477 passengers and 101 crew, sailing for New
York City laden with gold prospected during the California Gold Rush. After a stop in Havana,
the ship continued north.
On September 9, 1857, the ship was caught up in a Category 2 hurricane while off the coast of
the Carolinas. By September 11, the 170 km/h winds and heavy seas had shredded her sails,
she was taking on water, and her boiler was threatening to fail, then a leak in one of the seals
between the paddle wheel shafts and the ship's sides sealed its fate. At noon that day, her
boiler could no longer maintain fire, both bilge pumps shut down.
A bucket brigade was formed, and her passengers and crew spent the night fighting a losing
battle against the rising water.
The next morning help arrived but only 153 passengers, primarily women and children, made
their way over to the brig “Marine” in lifeboats. The ship remained in an area of intense winds
and heavy seas that pulled the ship and most
of her company away from rescue.
Central America sank at 8:00 that evening. As
a consequence of the sinking, 425 people were
killed. A Norwegian bark “Ellen”, rescued an
additional 50 from the waters. Another three
were picked up over a week later, in a lifeboat.
In the immediate aftermath of the sinking,
greatest attention was paid to the loss of life,
which was described as "appalling" and as
having "no parallel" among American navigation disasters, it remains so to this day.
At the time of her sinking, Central America carried gold then valued at approximately $M8
(2021 value of $M765, all currency referred to being US$).
The wreck remained hidden until 1988 when the ship was located by an expedition by Tommy
Gregory Thompson. A remotely operated vehicle (ROV) was sent down on September 11,
1988. Significant amounts of gold and artifacts were recovered and brought to the surface by
another ROV built specifically for the recovery.
The total value of the recovered gold was estimated at $M100–150. A recovered gold ingot
weighing 36 kg sold for a record $M8 and was recognized as the most valuable piece of currency in the world at that time.
Thirty-nine insurance companies filed suit, claiming that because they paid damages in the
19th century for the lost gold, they had the right to it. The team that found it argued that the
gold had been abandoned. After a legal battle, 92% of the gold was awarded to the discovery
team in 1996.
One would have thought that would be the end of the matter.
cont. p. 11
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cont. from p.10

Thompson didn’t pay the investors or his recovery crew, so he was sued in 2005 over a lack
of returns for their respective investments, but he had hidden his “loot” offshore and disappeared. While the court battle played out, in March 2014, a contract was awarded to Odyssey
Marine Exploration to conduct archaeological recovery and conservation of the remaining
shipwreck. The original expedition had only excavated "5%"
of the ship, OME recovered more than sufficient gold to pay
off the creditors.
Thompson was located in January 2015 by US Marshals
agents and was extradited to Ohio to provide an accounting
of the expedition profits. In November 2018, Thompson
agreed to surrender 500 gold coins; but then, claimed he
has no access to the missing coins.
On 15 December 2015 Thompson was found to be in contempt of court and ordered to remain in prison until he reveals the whereabouts of the lost
gold coins, he is also incurring a fine of $1,000 per day. Thompson said that he couldn’t actually give away any information as he didn’t have it; the gold was supposedly still in a trust that
he didn’t manage, leaving the greatest lost treasure in US history still shrouded in mystery…
The latest hearing held in January 2022 in hopes of helping draw the case to a conclusion
ended with a federal judge giving Mr Thompson two months to find a new attorney ahead of
yet another hearing.

NEWS FROM THE WEST

by Tom Wolf

Max Fitton was introduced to our readers
back in October 2016, he has been an Associate Member since SMSC’s inception. Max
lives too far away (Mandurah, WA) to be involved in the
Club’s day-to-day activities but he takes great interest
in what happens in the East, and the hobby generally.
When Max moved to WA from Canberra (he is also a
member of CMSS) 8 years ago, he tried to get a group
of modellers together without success so he’s had to
model on his own. I visited Max in December 2019 and
saw his well fitted out workshop.
Not long after the demise of that group, Max joined the Falcon Community Menshed a group of
elderly gentlemen (some might query Max’s inclusion in that grouping) and this Shed has just
obtained a 20 year lease for premises, but the saga in respect of that lease could take 10 pages
to report, so we won’t.
Max is charged with creating the business plans to fund a new shed that will have both woodworking and metalworking capacity, and from Max’s point of view, specialised hobby areas.
A small group have expressed interest in model shipbuilding at about the same time Bob Evans
from the Canberra Club called for members interested in acquiring some of the tools from a deceased Estate, so Max offered to buy a goodly proportion to give the group a good start.
Because a Men’s Shed were the recipients, Grace
Removals shipped the box of goodies free of
charge and those tools will certainly be a great
basis for the model shipbuilding group.
Max tells me that there are other hobby groups
frothing at the mouth to get started, such as the
glasscutting group who wish to make stained
glass windows, ship modelling and scroll sawing.
This story is brought to you because, despite the
constant cries of doom and gloom we are fed daily, not all is lost and there are some good things
happening around us.
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BATTLE OF THE NILE (1798)

Report by Tom Wolf
The Battle of the Nile was a naval engagement
between a British fleet under command of Admiral Lord Nelson and a French fleet under command of Admiral Brueys d’Aigalliers.
The French fleet had been guarding Napoleon's invasion
fleet heading to Egypt, they had dropped anchor at Aboukir
Bay (Abu Qir Bay), about 20km east of Alexandria. The
western part of the Bay is protected by a peninsula and an
island then known as Aboukir Island (also known as Nelson’s Island and Abu Qir Island)
Admiral
Brueys
had ordered his
ships to form a line
of battle that was
covering the whole
western part of the
Bay. The ships had
dropped anchor and were connected by ropes so
they formed an inpenetrable barrier to prevent the
British from breaking the line as they had at the Battle
of St.Vincent a few years before.
Admiral Bruey's flagship, L’Orient, was positioned at
the centre of the line, the Admiral believed that he
had not left any room between the ships and the shallow shoals at the back and front of his line, but by accident the first ship had left a gap at the front of the
line that was big enough for a British ship to pass.
Meanwhile, with night and darkness approaching, the
British fleet neared.
In spite of the fact it was coming on to dark, Nelson
had ordered his ships to form a line of battle. The
French, who had settled down for the night, did not
expect an attack at twilight.
Nelson had a total of 14 ships of the line under his
command, the French had 13.
Nelson’s flagship, HMS Vanguard, was in 6th place in the line which was led by Capt. Foley in
HMS Goliath.
Nelson's initial plan was to attack the
eastern side of the French fleet, this
would mean that every British ship
would come under fire from each French
ship it passed, resulting in huge damage
to his leading ships making them unable
to manoeuver by the time they reached
the end of the line
To prevent that, Nelson had chosen a
different approach. The first ship would
anchor next to the first enemy vessel,
and the next ship could approach under
cover of the first ship and anchor next to
the next enemy ship, that way every British ship would have to fight only one opponent.
cont. p.13
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cont. from p.12

When Capt. Foley on the leading ship (HMS Goliath) was approaching, he noticed the gap between the first French vessel and
the shallow waters in front of it so he took the initiative, he abandoned Nelson's strategy and manouevered his ship behind the enemy's line. The following 4 British captains followed Foley's example and also moved their ships behind the enemy's line.
That manoeuver totally surprised the French as they had only ever
expected an attack from the other side and their cannons on this
side were neither prepared or manned when the first broadsides
started hitting their ships.
The first man to stick to the original plan was Nelson himself in
HMS Vanguard who attacked the enemy from the other side. He
dropped anchor next to the 3rd French ship which meant that ship
was now sandwiched between HMS Vanguard and HMS Goliath.
The next ships were all following HMS Vanguard , soon 8 British
ships were firing at only 5 French ships and the rest of the French
fleet was unable to move and help their comrades.
The following British ships went for the middle of the French
line, HMS Bellerophon had the misfortune to end up next to
L’Orient which had nearly 50 cannons more than her.
The French vessel Conquerant which had been under fire
from 2 British ships was the first ship to surrender., shortly
after that the French ship Peuple Souverain cut her anchor
and slowly started to drift South, out of the fighting zone.
At the same time HMS Bellerophon realised that L’Orient
was too strong for her and started to move away from the
French flagship, but her position would soon be taken over
by HMS Alexander and HMS Swiftsure.
After Conquerant and Peuple Souverain were out of the
fighting, the first 6 British ships could concentrate their fire
on the remaining 3 French ships who ultimately had to
give in to such superior numbers.
Meanwhile a fire had broken out aboard L’Orient which got
more and more out of control, and Orient cut her anchor
and the burning ship started drifting to the South, threatening to incinerate the ships around her.
The British ships had to stop firing and close their gunports and the ships south of the Orient (the Heureux and
the Mercure) had to cut their anchors as well as they didn’t
want to collide with their burning flagship.
At 10:00pm the Orient went down in a massive explosion
taking more than 1,000 men of her crew down with her.
The fighting around her stopped and both French and British ships sent out boats to search for survivors.
In the meantime some of the French ships kept drifting
southwards as the crews were unable to regain control of
their vessels so their ships ended up stranded on the
nearby shoals.
At that point the last remaining French ships started moving away from the battlefield. The Admiral of the French
rearguard, Admiral Villeneuve managed to escape with 2 of his ships, the rest of the French
fleet were forced to surrender or destroyed themselves.
From the 13 ships in the French fleet only 2 remained in French hands. As a result of the battle, the British could now control the waters around the Egyptian coast, so Napoleon’s Army
was trapped in Egypt.
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PADDLESTEAMERS

By Tom Wolf
Over the Summer break I travelled to the NSW/Victorian border at Yarrawonga/ Mulwala. These towns are separated by the Murray River and Lake Mulwala. Lake Mulwala is a man–made reservoir created through the construction of the Yarrawonga Weir
across the Murray River. The weir was constructed in 1939.
Paddle steamers and paddle boats have been on the
Murray River and in the Murray-Darling Basin since
1853 when William Randell launched the first steamer
the P.S. Mary Ann near Mannum, South Australia. Australia has the largest collection of active paddle steamers and boats in the world, and this is a great way to experience the Murray River and its bygone era.
The name P.S. means paddle steamer or paddle ship;
P.B. means paddle boat; P.V. means paddle vessel;
and M.V. means motor vessel. There is confusion at times around this.
Generally, boats that have been converted from steam power to diesel power will change their name from P.S. to
P.B., however some boats have remained under the name P.S. for their
heritage connection yet no longer run
under steam power.
The vessel P.S.Cumberoona operates
on Lake Mulwala for tourists. This
grand old lady has become a popular
fixture on the Yarrawonga Foreshore that includes tour experiences enhanced by the sounds
of paddle wheels splashing and old whistles tooting.
The P.S.Cumberoona is a replica of the paddle steamers
which worked their way up and down the mighty Murray in
the days when the river was the major link to the trading
world. The original paddle steamer Cumberoona launched
at Echuca in 1866, Cumberoona is an Aboriginal word that
means “Crooked River”. The 25.2 metres long replica vessel was built by the community as the only Albury Bicentennial project and has recently been fully restored. It incorporates interior viewing windows to underwater paddles
and a viewing balcony to the original steam/boiler circa 1902 engine room operations.
On the Murray River foreshore near the bridge that connects the townships there’s a set of
paddle wheels on display. The paddles are connected with a drive shaft to a cogwheel that
would be connected to the engine.

THE WORLD’S LARGEST SHIPS

In January 2022 we were contacted by an American reader who had come across
our website. Harry Rizzo is a library media specialist in Maine, USA, and he informed
us that his library is hosting a special “Maritime History” series and that he has been
assisted in his efforts by our Club Webpage (for which he thanked SMSC).
A lady named Sarah, one of Harry’s volunteer assistants, found a particularly interesting site in
her research and wishes to share her discovery. Whilst appreciating that (with modern shipbuilding methods) larger and larger ships are being built, the list of the largest cruise and working ships is to be found at https://www.hmy.com/timeline-worlds-largest-passenger-ships/
and is a great resource listing and comparing the size of passenger ships from 1831 to today.
We thank Sarah for her diligent research and we are confident that this resource will be of
quite some interest to our readers.
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HISTORIC FORMER MANLY FERRY
SINKS IN SYDNEY HARBOUR
The recent sinking of the former Sydney Harbour ferry Baragoola reminds us of the large
number of historic ships right around Australia
that are awaiting restoration but lack the necessary funding and other resources, including expertise.

Report by Tom Wolf

On January 2, 2022, historic former Manly ferry sank in Sydney Harbour after almost two
decades of attempts to refurbish the vessel.
There were holes in the top sides for quite
some years, and it is surprising that it lasted
this long.

The ferry was formerly operated by the Port
Jackson and Manly Steamship Company and
its successors on the Manly service, and once it
was decommissioned, the vessel was moored
at Balls Head Bay on the north side of Sydney
Harbour.
Four decades since its retirement, the 99-yearold Baragoola rolled on its side and sank at its
wharf in the lower north shore suburb of Waverton. The ropes were still strapped to now straining wharf bollards.
There have been several attempts to restore the Baragoola, including one long-running project
which seemingly collapsed during COVID-19. The site is currently surrounded by floating
booms to prevent pollution and there are now plans to remove the vessel from the Bay but we
do not know what the long-term arrangements may be.
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HMS ENDEAVOUR: Row erupts over
location of Cook's coal ship

On Thursday 3 February 2022, the Australian National Maritime Museum (ANMM)
announced that a wreck in Newport Harbour, off
Rhode Island in the US, had been confirmed as Captain James Cook's HMS Endeavour, however a claim
their US colleagues say is "premature" as the Rhode
Island Marine Archaeology Project (RIMAP) immediately said "many unanswered questions" remained.

The British-built coal ship famously landed in eastern Australia in 1770, before
that, HMS Endeavour had sailed for several years around the South Pacific, after
setting out from Plymouth in England.
She was the ship in which Captain (then
Lieutenant) Cook charted New Zealand
and Australia between 1769 and 1771.
The British explorer arrived off the southeast coast of what is now Australia in 1770, eventually making landfall at Botany Bay. He later
controversially claimed the region for the British crown, despite the presence of large Indigenous communities.
After sailing back to Britain, the Endeavour was renamed Lord Sandwich II and became a troop
carrier. During the American War of Independence it was scuttled with 12 other ships off Rhode
Island in August 1778 by the British Navy to form a blockade of the Narragansett Bay
(Newport), but no-one was sure where it was sunk. Its location was forgotten for more than two
centuries until maritime archaeologists worked with a team in Newport Harbour, Rhode Island,
to hunt for clues to confirm its identity.
The announcement that the wreck was found was made by ANMM Director and CEO Kevin
Sumption, who said: "I am satisfied that this is the final resting place of one of the most important and contentious vessels in Australia's maritime history.… The last pieces of the puzzle
had to be confirmed before I felt able to make this call…. Based on archival and archaeological
evidence, I'm convinced it's the Endeavour,"
According to the Museum, there were several key identifiers that set the Endeavour apart from
the four other ships sunk in Newport in August 1778: the length of the surviving hull is almost
exactly identical to that recorded for Endeavour; the structural details and shape of the remains
closely match the ship’s historic plans; and historical evidence indicates that the ship was sunk
just north of Goat Island in Newport Harbour, along with four other British transports.
This is where events took an interesting turn as shortly after the announcement, RIMAP put out
a statement that: "What we see on the shipwreck site under study is consistent with what might
be expected of the Endeavour, but there has been no indisputable data found to prove the site
is that iconic vessel, and there are many unanswered questions that could overturn such an
identification," It added that "when the study is done, RIMAP will post the legitimate report on its
website" and that its "conclusions will be driven by proper scientific process and not Australian
emotions or politics".
What drove this dispute may well be the beginning of a cross-continent tussle over where to
store the historical wreckage, with Kevin Sumption noting that the vessel’s role in exploration,
astronomy and science “applies not just to Australia, but also Aotearoa New Zealand, the United Kingdom and the United States”.
This search and collection of data has taken 22 years so far, we hope to still be alive
when it will be finally resolved?
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